NEWS RELEASE

Lenczner Slaght Names
Paul-Erik Veel Partner

Canada’s leading litigation firm continues to grow from within
JANUARY 18, 2017 (TORONTO)

Lenczner Slaght is proud to announce Paul-Erik Veel as its newest partner.
“Paul-Erik reflects the unique combination of skill and talent that comes from
outstanding lawyers being exposed to both working with senior lawyers and on
their own files with solo court room experience,” says Peter Griffin, managing
partner. “He is a first-rate advocate for his clients.”
Called to the Ontario Bar in 2010, Paul-Erik has been counsel in trials in a wide
range of matters and has appeared at the Supreme Court of Canada multiple
times. In his commercial litigation practice, he represents clients in a wide range
of industries on complex corporate disputes, class actions, competition law
investigations and disputes, and employment matters. He also has extensive
experience in professional liability matters, public and administrative law, and
criminal and regulatory prosecutions.
A Gold Medalist of the University of Toronto Faculty of Law, Paul-Erik now
teaches Economic Analysis of the Law to graduate students in the University of
Toronto’s Department of Economics.
Recognized as Canada’s leading litigation practice, Lenczner Slaght has
successfully represented clients’ interests in complex, high-profile cases across
the country. The firm’s lawyers are distinguished by their depth of courtroom
experience, appearing regularly at all levels of the federal and provincial courts
and before professional and regulatory tribunals, as well as in mediation and
arbitration proceedings. Lenczner Slaght is also known for its wealth of talent:
the firm’s partners, ranked among the best of their peers nationally, lead a
recruitment and mentoring program that attracts gifted litigators who are
committed to upholding the highest professional standards.
From commercial disputes, class actions and cross-border disputes to
administrative law and professional regulation, Lenczner Slaght brings expert
strategy – backed by rigorous research, skilled data management and solid
administrative support – to demanding cases in all areas of litigation. Founded in
1992, the Toronto-based firm has a diverse roster of clients that ranges from
individuals and small businesses, to large and multinational companies, to
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professional associations and regulatory bodies. The firm’s 52 lawyers are
focused exclusively on litigation.
For more information or to arrange an interview, please contact:
Nick Prospero
Coordinator, Marketing and Business Development
416-865-9500 Ext.315
nprospero@litigate.com
7432680

